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(1) There are remarkable similarities between the circulation of the upper 
troposphere and ths surface of the water in rotating dishpan experiments, 
{1)« (2 )o When the dishpan is heated at the rim and cooled (by a vertical 
rod) in the center, a wjet-streaan develops, and the number of waves depends 
on the amount of heating and the velocity c f rotation0 This case has been 
extensively studied, (3), (U), (5)«

Things seem to be somewhat more complicated when the dishpan is  heated 
at the center and cooled at the ri®0 But, at least for a limited range of 
thermal Rossby numbers,'5*' the essential features are preserved* while the 
direction of motion of the waves (jet^streem) is  reversed, (6)0

* Note on the Rossby number: The "kinematic Rossby number” is defined as 
Rk « JL. , and the "thermal Rossby number" ia Rt ■ UTT where u ® relative 

row
wind velocity, w • angular rotation, Urp -  thermal wind difference be tween 
top and bottom, and r0 • radius of rotating systaa.

Figo 1 Pig* 2
Ths dishpan seen from the side The dishpan seen frc.m above



(2) The dishpan experiment is  interpreted so as to apply to surface^! .o . , 
two~dim©nsional»~motions in the earth3 s atmosphere0 I f the dxgfipan experi
ment is  to be used to explain solar surface phenomena, jjaplying only surface 
motions9 I think the analogy is poor, because the solar equator is hardly 
warnsr than the poles (except i f ,  due to the rotation, the convection io 
more violent in equatorial regions* thus transporting heat more effectively 
there than in polar regions)*

(3) Now, le t us apply the cylindrically symmetric dishpan experiment to 
the spherical sun, implying that the hot, central rod is the solar core and 
the coTd~outir wall is the solar surface. Would then motions“Tike TEoso
in Fige 3 be set up in planes parallel to tiie solar equator? I f so, the 
implications are that sunspots would appear in specific longitudes=~where 
the n<jet»streaiaw touches the surface, (i»e0, breaks through the convective 
layer). With 3 waves, for instance., we should get 3 zones, approximately 
120 degrees apart, etc0

(U) The difficu lty is that, to use the dishpan analogy, the vertical ac
tions in tha dishpan are 1/1000 as big as horizontal amplitudes, because 
they have to overcome gravity,,

In the sun one must take into account effects resulting from

(1) Rotation

(2) Gravity

(3) Magnetism 

(U) Vi3Cosity0
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This complicates matters drastically^ on the other hand., vjith ths introduc
tion of a magnetic field  new forces ( j  x B ) are available, that might con~ 
ceivably overcome tha abovesisentioned difficulty,.

The viscosity and the non-uniform rotation sd.ll result in meridional 
convection currents« Even though these are probably small in the sua, 
their interaction with the non-uniform rotation produces an azimuthal mag- 
netic fie ld  component from an in itia lly  assusaed genei’al (poloidal) solar 
field  (in ths manner pictured by Bullard and Parker for the earth8s core 
and the sun)0

Now might i t  be that the "dishpan waves*1 interact with 'this azimuthal 
field  to form tubes of magnetic fields roughly as pictured in Fign 3?
(This resembles Bjerknes9 old Seeschlangen theoryi)

A mathematical treatment, taking a ll these effects into account, evi
dently is  out of the question, but one might perhaps make some qualitative 
estimateso

Any comments on this idea would be appreciated*
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